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Abstract: 
The goal of this project was to build a speaker that could produce a loud, high quality and bass 
heavy sound.The main components of this project included choosing specific drivers, designing 

and building an enclosure for those drivers, choosing crossover points for the drivers and 
building a crossover circuit to separate the input signal, and building an amplifier circuit to 

amplify the audio input signal. At the maker faire the drivers and enclosure produced a clean 
sound; however, issues with the amplifier resulted in the speaker being quieter than intended. 
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Introduction: 
The goal of this project is to build a speaker that can produce a very loud and 

high-quality sound. Having encountered numerous problems with past portable speakers, we 
were galvanized to create our own, as companies often sacrifice sound quality for speaker 
Bluetooth capability. The inspiration for this project is the Bose S1 Pro System: a portable 
high-end loudspeaker [1]. We challenged ourselves to create an affordable base heavy and 
powerful loudspeaker. 

The earliest devices used to amplify sound were horns. These devices used a needle 
pressed down against a metal disk to make a small amount of sound that was amplified by a 
cone-shaped metal opening. The horn component of the music player serves two purposes, to 
concentrate the direction of the sound and act as a passive audio transformer(Image 15). The 
horn will increase the loudness of the original sound for the people pointed in the direction of the 
horn, as the horn will prevent sound from dispersing in all directions and instead concentrate it to 
a single area. Secondly, a horn transforms the small source from the driver to the size of the 
larger horn opening. Sound energy transfer is based on surface area and the acoustic impedance 
of a specific volume. Free space such as air-free has a low acoustic impedance, so there is a 
significant loss in efficiency at the mouth. The horn acts as an acoustic transformer that matches 
sounds from a high acoustic impedance from the vocal tract to lower acoustic impedance at the 
larger megaphone mouth, increasing the efficiency of the sound[4]. 

Image 15: Horn Amplification  
Image 1: Horn Speaker [2] 

 



The problem with horns is their ability to amplify sound was very limited and so they eventually 
gave way to electronic amplification.  The earliest electrodynamic speaker was built in 1861 by 
Johann Philipp Reis, however, it would be another sixty years before electrodynamic speakers 
would be sold as a commercial product [2].In contrast to horns, electrodynamic speakers used 
active amplification components  using input power to amplify an inputted electrical to a sound 
wave(See Pg12 for theory) At the time when the first electrodynamic speaker was built the basic 
knowledge of frequencies was still being studied. Running the full audio frequency spectrum 
through these electrodynamic speakers often produced a distorted sound. It was not until C.W. 
Rice and E.W. Kellogg came up with the idea of splitting the frequency spectrum up across 
multiple drivers designed specifically to produce their specified frequency range, that 
electrodynamic speakers became the norm in audio amplification [2]. The first modern 
loudspeaker was built in 1921. 

 

Image 2: First Electric Speaker [2] 
For the next forty years, optimizations were made to both the drivers and the housing for 

speakers to improve the sound quality and volume of loudspeakers. In the 1960s the first portable 
speakers were produced and built-in speakers became more popular [3]. In the 21st century, 
wireless speakers were developed using the new technology of Bluetooth to transmit audio 
signals from other devices to the speakers [4]. Speakers have many uses in the world today and 
people continue to make optimizations to drivers and their housing to produce high quality and 
louder sounds. However, high-end speakers have become more and more expensive whilst 
adding almost negligible amounts to sound quality. In the world today, a homemade speaker, if 
built properly, can produce high-quality sound at a fraction of the price of higher end speakers. 
 
 
Design: 

For the first month of our project, we decided to focus on the electrical aspects of our 
build, creating an amplifier and a crossover circuit, and learning about and buying our drivers. 
To better understand the speaker circuit, it was broken down in 3 different steps (Image 3). The 
AC signal is sent into the amplifier, which is then amplified by the inputted DC power and 
outputted to the crossover. The crossover subsequently splits up the full frequency spectrum and 

 



transmits the optimal frequencies ranges to each driver. The different drivers interpret the 
electrical signal and output specific frequencies. 
 

Image 3:Speaker Circuit Flow Chart 
 
Drivers: 
Three speaker drivers were used to produce the highest quality of sound: a tweeter, a 

mid-range, and a mid-woofer. However, we hope to add a subwoofer after we surpass the initial 
building stage(Appendix B). Speaker drivers are categorized by frequencies, with subwoofers 
having the ability to play low-frequency sounds and tweeters having the ability to play 
high-frequency sounds. Frequencies are judged on a scale called the Audio Spectrum which 
categorizes the audible sounds we can hear into distinct categories(Image 4). Our goal was to 
produce as much of the sound spectrum possible with our speakers. The sound quality of the 
drivers was judged on three parameters: the sensitivity, max decibels, and impedance.  

The first important factor of sound quality is the sensitivity of the speaker. Speaker 
sensitivity is a measurement of a speakers efficiency and evaluates the amount of sound(dB) 
outputted from an input of one Watt. More efficient speakers require less power to drive and 
waste less energy to heat. An average mid-priced speaker is stocked with a sensitivity of around 
87 to 88 dB and an excellent speaker had a sensitivity rating of over 90db[8]. 

Speakers are also rated in power handling - the max decibels that the driver can produce. 
The loudness is determined by the size of the amplitude on the frequencies that are produced. 
Speaker amplitude is categorized into two classes: the amount of nominal power the speaker can 
handle and the amount of peak power the speaker can handle. The nominal power is the amount 
of wattage the driver could handle long term without damage, and the peak power is the amount 
of wattage the driver could handle in short bursts[8]. 

Another important aspect of a speaker is its impedance. Impedance is measured in Ohms 
and is a form of resistance. A speaker with a low impedance has less resistance and will allow 
more wattage to pass through the driver. The matching of speaker impedance is critical in the 
audio world [9]. Using a mismatched speaker and amplifier will strain the amplifier as the 
drivers will draw more current than the amplifier can handle, causing energy to be lost in the 
form of heat. For example, if your Driver has an impedance of 4 ohms and your amplifier had an 
impedance of 8 ohms, the 4-ohm speaker will draw a higher wattage than the 8-ohm amplifier 
can handle as a low resistance speaker will draw more current as the two variables are inversely 
proportional. 
 

 



 

Type of Speaker: Frequency Range 

Sub-bass 20-60 Hz 

Bass 60-250Hz 

Low midrange  250-500 Hz 

Midrange     500Hz -2khz 

Upper midrange 2-4 khz 

 
Image 4 : Audio Spectrum  

 
Crossover: 

The crossover circuit is designed to split up the full frequency spectrum of the input 
signal in order to send the optimal frequencies ranges to each driver (Image 5). The crossover 
uses capacitors as highpass filters and inductors as low pass filters. Capacitors, when placed in 
the signal path at low frequencies, have a very high reactance, so they act like an open circuit 
blocking any signal that tries to come through [6]. However, at high frequencies, the reactance of 
the capacitor is much lower and thus input signals can flow through. By placing the capacitor on 
the ground path it can be used as a low pass filter since current takes the path of least resistance 
so when the frequency is high it flows through the capacitor and out but if the frequency is low it 
continues through the circuit [6]. Inductors behave in the exact opposite way, having a high 
reactance at high frequencies and a low reactance at low frequencies, and can be used as high or 
low pass filters based on whether they are put in the signal path or ground path [7]. 

When designing a crossover, the first things that must be determined are crossover points 
between the drivers. For the Woofer and the Midrange driver, a crossover point of 800 Hz was 
chosen to maximize the frequency spectrum covered by the Midrange driver, allowing the 
Woofer to focus on producing the lowest sound. Because the drivers are both adept at producing 
sounds at frequencies one octave higher and lower than the crossover point, a first-order 
crossover is all that is necessary [5]. The order of the crossover determines how steeply the 
volume for frequencies past the crossover point trail off. Higher order crossovers include more 
filters which block more of the signals at unwanted frequencies [5]. For the crossover between 
the Midrange driver and Tweeter, a crossover value of 6400 hz was chosen as it was the only 
octave the drivers shared in their frequency ranges. Because of the frequency ranges of the 
drivers only allow the drivers to produce frequencies around a half of an octave past the 
crossover point, a 3rd order crossover was used [5]. A third order crossover ensured that neither 
driver would receive frequencies that they were not built to produce. 

 
 
 
 

 

 



Steepness of cut off for crossovers of varying order. 

 
(S1 = 1st order, S2 = 2nd order, S3 = third order) 

After picking the crossover points and order it was necessary to make all the the drivers 
play at the same volume. Because the speakers had different sensitivities they would naturally 
play at different volume levels. In order to remedy this, resistor were put in front of naturally 
louder speakers to increase the overall impedance, decreasing the amount of current going to the 
speaker and decreasing the volume it played at.  

 
Image 5:Crossover Schematic 

Amplifier:  
In order to hear the AC sound signal produced from our phone, we needed to include an 

amplifier between the driver and our phone, as the signal produced from the phone is too small to 
produce considerable sound from the driver. Audio amplifiers are considered power amplifiers 
and are classified by their circuit configuration and mode of operation into three main categories: 
Class A, Class B, and Class AB[10]. Power amplifiers are used to drive large resistance loads 

 



and are used to boost the voltage. We decided to build a Class A amplifier using a Mosfet as well 
as a Class AB amplifier (Appendix C). 

The most common type of power amplifier is the Class A amplifier, which uses a single 
switching transistor and is always biased on(Image 6). Class A amplifiers are always on and thus 
have low efficiency; Class A amplifiers have an efficiency of around 30%, as the power inputted 
is way more than the power outputted. Although the efficiency of Class A amplifiers is low, 
Class A amplifiers produce minimal distortion and maximum amplitude as the transistor will 
conduct during the full cycle of the input signal[10].  

Image 6: Simple Class A Schematic[10] 
 

The second type of amplifier is the Class B amplifier, which uses complementary 
transistors and has improved efficiency. The Class B amplifier uses one NPN transistor and one 
PNP transistor (Image 7). The Class B amplifier uses two transistors in order to improve the 
amplifiers efficiency, as the amplifier is off when the voltage is 0. The NPN transistor will turn 
on at voltage greater than .7v, but the PNP transistor will be off. Furthermore, the PNP transistor 
will turn on at a voltage less than  -.7v, and the NPN will toggle off. This configuration, unlike 
Class A, will not function when no AC signal is present, as 0v will cause neither of the 
transistors to turn on. However because of this Class B  transistor arrangement, the transistors 
will  
not amplify between voltages of  .7 and -.7; this gap in amplification is called crossover  
distortion[10].                          Image 7: Simple Class B Schematic[10] 

The third type of amplifier is the Class AB amplifier which utilizes two diodes to stop crossover 
distortion. The diodes in this circuit are always forward biased and allow a small diode biasing 

 



voltage that causes both transistors to conduct slightly when the voltage is 0. As the input voltage 
changes becoming more positive or negative, one of the two transistors will conduct more "either 
sinking of sourcing the load current 
 

 
Image 8: Simple Class AB Schematic[10] 

For this speaker a class AB amplifier was used in order to produce a high quality sound 
while not wasting too much power. The type of amplifier used is known as a gainclone amplifier 
or chipamp as it utilizes an audio amp chip. The advantage of using an audio chip is that all the  

Internal Circuit Diagram for Lm3886 [37] 
transistors and mosfets in the chip are accurately biased so that it can produce a high quality 
sound efficiently. The audio chip used in this speaker is the lm3886 which is capable of takes in 
an input signal producing 68 watt output signal [x]. The chip takes it an inverted and 
non-inverted input audio signal as well as a positive and negative voltage from a power supply in  

Image 24: Pinout of Lm3886 [38] 
order to amplify the signal. Components such as resistors, capacitors and inductors are also 
required to bias the input current into the chip and clean electric noise from the signal being 
amplified. The values and functions of these component are explained in the theory section. For 
the way that the chip is configured in the circuit below it is capable of outputting 30 watts into an 
8 ohm speaker.  

 

 



Image 25: Circuit Diagram for Amplifier Circuit [36] 
 
 
Lm386 Amplifier: 

The lm386 is a smaller version of the lm3886 with smaller and fewer transistors. This 
means it can function in a similar way to the the larger chip but can not handle as much current 
and therefore outputs a smaller wattage signal. The chip takes an inverted and non-inverted 
signal as well as a positive voltage input and amplifies the the input signal. The final circuit 
included capacitors to clean out noise picked up by the signal input wire as well as noise from 
the power supply as well as potentiometers to control the volume and gain. 
 
 
 

 



Speaker Enclosure: 
In order to produce better sound quality, many drivers use specific enclosures that modify 

the emitted sound from the speaker. Enclosure design varies based on the specific driver type, 
since a proper enclosure is designed to boost the sound vibrations not stifle the sound. Enclosures 
are essential as a driver will produce sound in front of the cone and in the back of the cone, 
however because these two waves are 180 degrees out of phase they will completely cancel each 
other out. Thus the role of an enclosure is two separate these two sound waves out and produce 
better quality sound. There are two main types of speaker enclosures: sealed and 
ported(Image16). A sealed enclosure or an acoustic suspension acts as an airtight case. When a 
driver moves back and forth, the air pressure in the speaker enclosure is constantly changing. 
This creates extra pressure on the back of the diaphragm of the speaker, causing the speaker to 
drain more energy to overcome this extra force. In contrast, the extra pressure on the back of the 
cone causes the driver to “snap back and forth” faster with more precision, producing a more 
accurate and crisp sound. The second type of enclosure is a ported or a bass reflex enclosure. 
This type of enclosure utilizes a hole in the front of the speaker to equalize the pressure between 
the inside and the outside of the speaker when the driver is pulsating. When the diaphragm 
moves into the speaker and the pressure increase, the port allows for the pressure to diffuse 
creating an equilibrium, similarly, if the diaphragm moves out and the pressure decrease the port 
will allow for the pressure to increase in the enclosure creating an equilibrium. A ported speaker 
thus will have greater efficiency in comparison to an enclosed enclosure. However, a ported 
enclosure will produce less accurate results as a ported enclosure doesn’t have the extra pressure 
reverberating diaphragm causing the speaker to reproduce bass notes less precisely. 

 



Image 16: Sealed vs Ported Speakers 
 

 In order to figure out which type of enclosure best suited our drivers, we needed to 
calculate the efficiency bandwidth product of the speaker(EBP). EBP is a product that shows us 
the speakers tradeoff between the efficiency and bandwidth of a driver. If you have a high 
EBP(90-200) than you driver has a relatively low efficiency in comparison to the bandwidth of 
the driver, thus requiring a port to boost the efficiency of the speaker system. If you have a low 
EBP(0-50) then you driver has a relatively low bandwidth in comparison to the efficiency of the 
speaker, thus needing a sealed enclosure to enhance the sharpness and clarity of sound. Finally, 
If your driver has an EBP between (50-90), most audio enthusiasts believe that the ratio between 
efficiency and bandwidth are relatively equally giving the builder the option to go with either a 
ported or vented speaker enclosure design. Using the Thiele-small parameters we can calculate 
EBP using the blank equation which states the EBP= Free Air Resonance(Fs)/ Driver Electrical 
“Q” (Qes)(Image 17). We decided to go with the ported speaker design because the efficiency 
and base of the drivers would be boosted, overall distortion would reduce, and the build would 
be relatively cheap. In the building of our speaker we decided to create a large sub box that 
enclosed each driver in its own individual enclosure. After testing the different drivers in 
different sized enclosures using a computer program named Winisd, we were able to pick the 
best sized box that naturally enhanced the sound of the drivers(Image 24). Neither the tweeter or 
the woofer needed an enclosure as they both had a closed back end. This closed back will 
prevent leakage from the cabinet and accentuate and sharpen the midrange and high 
frequencies(Image 25). 
 
 

Name: Dayton Audio 
Tweeter 

Dayton Audio 
Woofer 

Dayton Audio 
Midrange 

Dayton Audio  
Subwoofer 

Fs: 834 Hz 371Hz 29.6Hz 28.3 Hz 

Qes: 1.33 1.16 .47 .51 

EBF: 627 319 63 55 

 



Image 17: EBF Calculations 

Speaker 
Driver: 

Enclosure 
Type :  

Enclosure 
Tuning 
Frequency(
Hz): 

Enclosure 
Total 
Volume(in
^3): 

Length 
(in): 

Height(in):  Width 
(in): 

Dayton 
Audio  
Subwoofer 

Ported  25.00 3745.29 18 19 20 

Dayton 
Audio 
Midrange 

Ported  35.00 2133.59 12 19 20 

Image 24: Enclosure Specs 
 

 
 

 
Image 25: Cad of Multicompartment LoudSpeaker 

 

Speaker Driver: # of Ports  Length (in):  Width (in): 1st Resonance  

Dayton Audio  
Subwoofer 

1 10.3 3.23 527.08Hz 

 



Dayton Audio 
Midrange 

1 9.12 3.23 734.5 Hz 

Image 26: Port Specs 
Ports: 

The port included in an enclosure acts as a resonator. The frequency of the ports and the 
total volume of the box predict the resonant frequency of the box(Fb). The port will resonate 
based on the amount of air in the enclosure. Based on the tuning of the port certain natural 
frequencies found in songs will be boosted, as the port will resonate and reduce the pressure 
inside the box. For example,  a port tuned at a frequency of 50hz at high frequencies would act as 
a sealed box as the mass inside the port is too great to respond to the speaker movement(Image 
18). At frequencies close to 50hz the port will resonate and will create additional sound waves 
that add(Image 19) to the ones produced by the driver and any frequencies below 50hz will pass 
through directly and achieve partial cancelation with the front waves.[18] 

 

 
Image 18:  50Hz port responding to high frequencies[19] 

 



Image 19:50Hz port responding to resonant  frequencies[20] 
 
Tuning Ports: 

 There are three factors taken into the tuning of a port, the internal volume of the box, the 
diameter of the port, and the length of the port. By adjusting the tuning frequencies of the ports, 
we could determine what frequency we wanted to tune the box at. When determining the port 
length there were a couple of design rules that I had to keep in mind. The first  regarding the 
diameter of the port since a more significant port minimizes the sound of air or “chuffing.” Many 
recommend using a 3-inch vent for a 6-inch speaker and a 4-inch vent for an 8-inch speaker. 
However, as you increase the diameter of the speaker you must as well increase the length of the 
port to maintain your set resonant frequency.  We decided to strike a balance between diameter 
and length and go with a diameter that allowed us to reduce as much chuffing as possible but 
remained relatively short. Winisd, a enclosure building software for audio drivers, was used to 
calculate these values (Image 20). Winisd was a useful software that allowed us to run certain 
test on our drivers and present us data, such as the db response and the resonance frequency of a 
driver.  
 
Bass reflex assignments: 

There are 6 main Bass reflex assignments SBB4, SC4, QB3,B4,BE4, and IB4. The 
,B4,BE4, and IB4 assignment types are all discrete alignments and only work for speakers with 
specific Qts values. These values however are hard to produce and require more expensive 
drivers. However, the first three are reflex assignments can work with a wider range of Qts 
values. Enclosures with a SBB4 alignment are  characterized by a large box, low tuning 
frequency, and a good transient response. Enclosures with a SC4, alignment are characterized by 
a large box, medium tuning frequency, and slightly degraded transient response . Enclosures with 
a QB3, alignment are characterized by a small box, low F3(look to Theory section: Frequency 
response charts), and worse transient response than a SBB4 alignment. We decided to use the 
SBB4 alignment which produced the best transient and bass response. Knowing what type of 
enclosure and alignment we needed, we entered a variety of the Thiele Small parameters 
discussed in the theory section and had the program called Winisd, calculate the most optimal 
volume for the enclosure of our drivers, and the port length dimensions need as well(Image 20). 
[21] 

 

 Enclosure Volume(ft^3) Port 
Dimensions(Diameter(cm), 
Length(cm) 

Dayton Audio Midrange 5.035(ft^3) 10.20 cm, 4.71 cm  

Dayton Audio  
Subwoofer 

8.175(ft^3) 10.20 cm,  13.86 cm  

Image 20:Calculated  Enclosure Volume and Port Dimensions from Winisd 
  

Theory: 

 



Sound- Sound or noise is produced when an object vibrates. These vibrations cause the 
air molecules to shake back and forth in rarefactions and compressions, or low to high pressure 
(Image 9).This fluctuation of rarefactions and compression creates a wave that we can hear[11]. 
Sound, contrary to classic misconception, is not a longitudinal wave but instead a series of 
pressure changes. Vibrations or sound differs based on two main aspects: sound wave frequency 
and air pressure levels. If a sound wave has a higher wave frequency, the fluctuations between 
pressure are happening at a faster rate. If there are fewer fluctuations than the frequency is low 
and vice versa. The air pressure level is determined by the amplitude of the wave; sound waves 
with higher amplitude vibrate our eardrums more and produce a louder sound[11]. 

Image 9: Diagram of Sound Wave[11] 

AC Power-  AC power is the phenomenon of current and voltage continuously alternating 
between positive and negative (Image 11).The electrons in AC power, instead of flowing straight 
from the positive terminal to the negative, instead move back and forth to create energy. AC is 
run out of plugs from the wall and is commonly run at 60 Hz, which indicate that the voltage is 
switching 60 times per second[12]. AC is used as it is more efficient to transport over long 
distances as it loses less energy than DC over time and can easily be “stepped up” or “stepped 
down” in voltage. In order to transmit power over long distances, you need to step up the voltage 
quite a bit just, as a certain amount of energy will be lost over that distance. Transforming AC to 
higher voltages is simpler as you can use a transformer; however, for DC you typically must use 
motor-generator sets or other fancy elaborations. Thus AC power is prefered.  

 
Image 10: AC v.s DC Current[13] 

 
 
Speaker Function: 

Speakers translate electrical signals into audible sound waves by using an electromagnet 
to vibrate the cone or the diaphragm of the speaker rapidly. A speaker has three main 

 



components: a cone, a voice coil, and a magnet (Image 10).An electromagnet is a basic inductor 
which produces an electromagnetic wave. The electromagnets are created by running an 
electrical current through a core with multiple spirals of wire around the core. The 
electromagnetic field emitted from the electromagnet is uniform and is concentrated on the two 
ends of the solenoid. When a current is run through the electromagnet two poles are produced: 
positive and negative. When the current is flipped through the solenoid, the field similarly 
responds and is repelled from the permanent magnet until the field is changed and is attracted to 
the set field of the permanent magnet (Image 11). This change in forces between the voice coil 
and the permanent magnet moves the coil and the attached cone up and down, producing a sound 
wave. 

Image 11: Inner Components of a Speaker Driver[14] 

Image 12: Electromagnet in response to AC current[15] 
 
 
 

Capacitive Reactance: 
A Capacitor is a device that can be charged to store potential energy in an electric field 

which can later be used and released. When voltage from a DC source charges a capacitor, it will 
continue to charge until the voltage at the terminal of the capacitor is equal to the voltage of the 
power supply. Similarly, if the voltage is reduced or stopped the capacitor will discharge. When 
AC is run through a capacitor it will charge and discharge continuously at a set rate as the 

 



voltage at the terminals is continually switching between negative and positive. As the capacitor 
charges and discharges, current is continuously flowing in and out of the transistor. This flow is 
regulated by the internal resistance of the capacitor or capacitive reactance. Capacitive Reactance 
is represented by the symbol Xe and is measured in ohms. As the frequency of the AC source 
increases the capacitor passes more charge through the capacitor, increasing the current flow 
through the plates and decreasing its capacitive reactance.  

 
Image 14 :Frequency and Capacitive Reactance Relationship 

 
Gainclone Amplifier: 

In order to properly utilizes the lm3886 certain values needed to be set using electrical 
components. The first of these values was the gain. Gain is the measure of increase in either 
power and amplitude between an input and output signal. Gain is simply calculated by dividing 
the voltage out by the voltage in. In the amplifier minimum gain is required based on the desired 
power to the speakers, where Po is the desire power output and Rl is the speakerain ≥ g V in

√P o  Rl*  
impedance[27]. Since the desired power out is 30 watts into an 8 ohm speaker and the voltage of 
the AC signal from an iPhone is 1V, the minimum gain is 15.5 volts. The gain affects how loud 
the speaker is overall. A higher gain will produce a louder sound but will have more distortion. A 
lower gain will produce a cleaner sound but may be too quiet. 27 decibels was high enough to 
produce a loud sound without too much distortion[28]. To set the gain on the lm3886 a voltage 
divider is connected between the output pin and inverting input pin. The resistors needed can be 
found through the formula . To use this formula the gain must be converted to aain 1 g =  + R2

R1  

voltage gain using the formula [29]. A 27 db gain is equivalent to 
about 22.4 Vo/Vin therefore using an 1000 ohm resistor for R2, R1 can be calculated as 21,400 
ohms. This gain is above the minimum gain and produces a clean sound. 

The next value that must be set is the current going into the non-inverting input pin of the 
chip. In order to bias the current another voltage divider must be used. The current going into the 
non-inverting and inverting inputs must be equal or else a voltage will develop in between them 
creating electrical noise which will be amplified by the chip[30]. In order to have the same 
current the resistors in the voltage divider must add up to be equal to the resistance of the first 
resistor controlling the gain. . Therefore again if an 1000 ohm1(input) 2(input) 1(gain)R + R = R  
resistor is used for R1, R2 must be 14000 ohms. 

 



Next a capacitor is used to filter out any DC coming from the audio source. The capacitor 
is used as a high pass filter because of capacitive reactance and gets rid of the low frequency DC 
signals. The frequency cutoff must be kept low as to not have an effect on any of the bass 
frequencies. The formula to calculate the cutoff frequency is [31]. So with acF = 1

2πR2(input)C  
capacitor of 4.7 microfarads the frequency cutoff is at 1.69 hertz this is well below humans 
hearing range which ends at 20 hertz making it a safe place to set the frequency cutoff. 

Finally in order to unmute the circuit the current flowing out of pin 8 must be greater the 
.5 m [32]A. The value of the resistor connected to pin 8 can be calculated through the formula 

[33]. Since the voltage from the power supply is 30 volts the resistor must be less ≤ R current
V cc − 2.6  

than or equal to 54,000 ohms to unmute the circuit. By connecting a capacitor in parallel with the 
resistor from pin 8 a time constant is created that slowly increases and decreases the volume 
when power is turned on and off [34]. The time can be calculated using the formula T = R * C
where R is the resistor value and C is the capacitor value in farads[35]. So if one wanted the 
volume to ramp up over one second, using a 10k ohm resistor, one can then solve for the value of 
the capacitor and find it is 100 microfarads. 

 
Thiele Small Parameters: 

The thiele small parameters (Ts) describe the audio output of a driver and are used to 
match a specific driver with an enclosure type. In this section I will explain how each parameter 
affects the performance of the driver. We used a combination of these parameters in Winisd to 
evaluate the performance of the drivers. 
Frequency response charts:  

In order to understand the performance of the drivers we used, we had to input the thiele 
small parameters into Winisd. This software used this parameter to graph different charts that 
displayed the sound characteristics of the drivers. One of the most common charts seen in the 
audio world is a frequency response chart (Image 21). This chart allows us to better understand 
the performance of our driver. Below is an image of a random drivers frequency response chart; 
the chart compares certain frequencies with db or magnitude. Drivers tend to have better 
performance when they output  linearly equating to a high transient response. In the frequency 
response chart below the driver outputs linearly and has a smooth curve from 100 hz to 2khz and 
indicates that it has a good frequency response. The transient response of a driver is the ability of 
the device to reproduce waveforms called transients. A transients is a “short duration, high level 
sonic energy peak, such as a hand-clap or snare drum hit” Thus a speaker with a good transient 
response will give you very clear and sharp sound.[22] 
 

 



Image 21: Frequency Response Graph of Random Driver[23] 
 
 
 
Resonant Frequency(Fs or F0): 

Fs or F0 represents the most natural frequency that the driver vibrates at and is the 
frequency where the driver moves with the least resistance. If you tap an object, the sound 
produced is the same as the resonant frequency; when the driver reaches its resonance frequency, 
the sound will eventually degrade and roll off. Any frequency produced before the resonant 
frequency of the driver will be will be shaky as the response does not become linear until after 
the resonance or F0 point (Image 22). 

 
Image 22: F0, F3, and F10 points on Frequency Response Chart[23] 

 
When describing the performance of a driver, engineers often use three F points to evaluate the 
sound of the driver: F0, F3, and F10. The F0 point represents the point at which the driver begins 
its linearity and has the most optimal performance. This specific driver has its F0 point at 90db, 
160 Hz. The F0 point also indicates when the audio of the driver will begin to roll off and 
become less linear and quieter. Another important point is F3 which is three decibels below F0 
and in this case is at 95 dB, 88 Hz. Using the graph, we would say that the frequency response of 
a driver is 160hz-1k. However, manufacturers often use the F3 to indicate where the frequency 
response of a driver begins and will be quoted at 88hz-1k. Another important point is the F10 
point which is 10 decibels below the F0 point and this case is at 88db,57hz. Anything from the 
F10 and below is twice as quiet and barely audible.[24] 
 
Quality Factor(Q,Qes,Qms Qts):  

 



The quality factor (Q) is a unitless measurement that describes the damping of a speaker. 
As the speaker moves the damping of the speaker ensures that the speaker returns back to its 
original position(Image 23). Without the damping of a speaker the driver would move 
uncontrollably at resonant frequency. Q  is inversely proportional to damping and will increase 
as the overall Q value decreases. There are two types of speaker dampening:  mechanical 
damping caused by the suspension of the driver,  and electrical damping caused by the coil 
magnet assembly. Qts or total Q is the total damping made by Qms and Qts and is calculated by 
using 1/Qts = 1/Qms + 1/Qes. 

 
Image 23:Speaker Damping affecting cone excursion amplitude over time 

 
Compliance of Speaker(Cms)/Equivalent compliance(Vas): 

The compliance(Cms) of a speaker is a measurement of the stiffness of the suspension of 
the speaker and is measured in Meters/Newton. The stiffer the suspension of a driver, the less 
compliant it is. This similarly happens vice versa with a looser suspension causing a more 
compliant driver. Compliance is important as it directly affects the resonant frequency of the 
driver. A driver with high compliance has a loose suspension and thus will have a longer driver 
excursion time and a produce fewer cycles per second,  making the speaker have a lower 
resonant frequency. In contrast, a driver with low compliance has a tight suspension and thus 
will have a shorter driver excursion time and produce more cycles per second,  making the 
speaker have a higher resonant frequency. In addition to the driver having compliance, the air in 
the enclosure will also have compliance called(Vas). If you have a small speaker enclosure, the 
air is harder to compress and less compliant, and if you have a larger speaker enclosure, then the 
air is easier to compress and less compliant. Vas is very similar to Cms but is expressed in 
volume.[25] 
 
Cone Break up / Audio roll off 

When speakers reach higher frequencies the cone of the driver starts to bend and flex 
causing the sound to be altered. This is indicated by a sudden rise of high frequencies and 
choppy frequency response. Another similar problem that drivers have is roll offs which occurs 
when the frequency reduces or increases losses magnitude at a certain pace. Different drivers 
will have frequency roll offs at certain points depending on their resonant frequency. The slope 
of roll off are measured in -db/Oct and indicate the transient response of a speaker. A speaker 

 



with a more dramatic and steeper roll of will have a worse transient response than a less steep 
roll of. 
 
Box Losses 

When designing a speaker it is important to acknowledge that our craftsmanship may not 
be perfect. Thus we must account for sound leakage as our enclosure will not be completely air 
tight. In order to account for this we must calculate the loss of the box(Qb). There are three main 
factors that cause box losses: air leakage(QL), Absorption of damping material(QA), and vent 
losses(QP). We can calculate the Qb of a box by using this equation 1/Qb = 1/QL + 1/QA + 
1/QP. However in our ported enclosure we will not be using dampening material making QL=0 
and we will make sure not to obstruct the port making QP negligible. Thus in our case QL=Qb. 
Engineers use three numbers to evaluate the amount of box loss a enclosure will have. A box 
with a Ql of 3 would have high amount of loss of sound, a box with a Ql of 7 would have a 
normal amount of loss of sound, and a box with a Ql of 15 would have a low amount of loss of 
sound. We decided to make our Ql 15 as we planned on using abundant silicone sealant which 
would ensure that our enclosure would be air tight.[26] 
 

 
Results:  
After the creation of our loudspeaker system, we decided to collect some data on our creation.
The first measurement we took was the frequency response of the drivers. We decided to graph 
our two primary lower frequency drivers the sub woofer and the  woofer. During this test our 
drivers were run on separate amplifiers and thus allowed us to have a much smoother frequency 
response. The transient response of our drivers are very clean and precise, however from 20-40 
hz the driver output is not linear, with the slopes in the graph  giving us a distorted bass response 
during this range (Image 27). 
 

Image 27: Frequency Response Graph of Woofer and Subwoofer 

 
 

 



In addition to measuring the frequency response of the drivers, we also wanted to measure the 
gain of our amplifier as well as examine the power consumption of the drivers. In order to test 
the power consumption of our drivers we measured the amount of power drawn during different 
types of songs. As expected, as the songs gained in base the sub drew more current and needed 
more power (Image 28). 
 

Power Consumption:  

Low Bass 2.83w 

Medium Bass 4.51w 

High Bass 6.96w 

 
Image 28: Speaker Driver Power consumption  

 

Amplifier Gain  

Power before Amplifier  .02 w = 2V * .01 amps  

Power after the Amplifier  3.25 w =.25 amps * 13V 

Image 29: Gain Calculations  
 

While the gain was not nearly as much as the intended 60 watts it was still enough to power the 
drivers and produce an audible sound. With more time these amplifiers could have been adjusted 
using transistors to draw more current and produce a higher wattage output(Image 29). 
 
Conclusion: 
 
The goal of this project was to build a high quality loudspeaker. After designing and testing all 
three amplifier circuits and the speaker crossover we were quick to realize that our speaker setup 
drew 20 watts per amplifier and needed well over 60 watts to power the complete system. In 
order to test all of circuits together we needed to find a power supply that could supply over 4 
amps of power and still provided a negative 20 volts which was needed for the  lm386 amplifier. 
Unfortunately, the lab did not have a specific power supply to fit our needs causing us to 
experimentation with different power sources. While testing the circuits with different power 
supplies, we managed to burn out  2 of the only  amplifier chips that we had. The amplifiers used 
in the final product presented at the maker faire used the lm386 chip a smaller version of the 
lm3886 with fewer op amps inside. These amplifiers were able to produce the same voltage gain 
as the original ones but because the chips were smaller they were not able to draw as much 
current resulting in a much lower wattage output of 1 watt to the speakers. This resulted in a 
considerably quieter speaker and caused distortion with the subwoofer as the amplifier could not 
produce a high enough wattage to power the large driver. The distortion problems were solved 
by adding an additional transistor AB amplifier to the amplifier circuit for the subwoofer. The 

 



transistors were able to supply the additional current needed by the subwoofer to produce a clean 
sound. Had the original amplifiers not broke the speaker would have been able to produce a 
much louder sound. However, the sound and sound quality of the smaller amplifiers was enough 
to demonstrate the effects of the crossover and enclosure on the sound quality. 
Next Steps: 

If we had more ample time to work on our project we would order new lm3886 chips and 
batteries capable of delivering 60 watts in order to power the amplifier. In addition we would add 
individual gain controls for each of the drivers to accompany the volume controls. Finally we 
would connect the audio input cable to an arduino with a bluetooth chip to allow for both wired 
and wireless audio inputs to be sent to the speaker. 
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Appendix A: Part List 

Part Name: Part Description: Cost: Linsk to Sale: 

MDF Resonant wood that 
will be used for the 
enclosure  

25$ https://www.homedep
ot.com/p/MDF-Panel-
Common-1-2-in-x-4-f
t-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in
-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31
240849097000000A/
202332602  

 

https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602
https://www.homedepot.com/p/MDF-Panel-Common-1-2-in-x-4-ft-x-8-ft-Actual-1-2-in-x-49-in-x-97-in-M31240849097000000A/202332602


Baltic Birch Plywood Resonant wood that 
will be used for the 
enclosure  

65$ https://www.amazon.
com/Premium-Baltic-
Birch-Plywood-Woo
dpeckers/dp/B01NBI
H46T/ref=sr_1_1_ssp
a?hvadid=177785518
306&hvdev=c&hvloc
phy=9032135&hvnet  

Dayton Audio  
Subwoofer 

Extra driver for our 
Speaker box 

57.42$ https://www.parts-ex
press.com/dayton-aud
io-rs225-8-8-referenc
e-woofer--295-356 

 
 
 

Appendix B: Driver  Specifications  

Name: Dayton Audio 
Tweeter 

Dayton Audio 
Woofer 

Dayton Audio 
Midrange 

Dayton Audio  
Subwoofer 

Size: 4.33’’ ’5.72’’ 10.63’’  8.78’’ 

Impedance:  8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohms 

Sensitivity: 89 dB 89 dB  90.4 dB 86.8 dB 

Frequency 
Response: 

1,300 to 20,000 
Hz 
 

500 TO 9,100 
Hz p 

29 to 6,000 Hz 28 to 2400 Hz 
 

Power handling: 50 W 80 W 100 W 80 W 
 

Volume:  40mm 78mm 112mm 89mm 

Link: https://www.part
s-express.com/d
ayton-audio-dc2
8f-8-1-1-8-silk-d
ome-tweeter--27
5-070  

https://www.part
s-express.com/d
ayton-audio-dc5
0fa-8-classic-ser
ies-2-dome-midr
ange--285-015  

https://www.part
s-express.com/d
ayton-audio-dsa
270-8-10-design
er-series-alumin
um-cone-woofer
--295-532  

https://www.part
s-express.com/d
ayton-audio-rs22
5-8-8-reference-
woofer--295-356  

 
 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Baltic-Birch-Plywood-Woodpeckers/dp/B01NBIH46T/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?hvadid=177785518306&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9032135&hvnet
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc28f-8-1-1-8-silk-dome-tweeter--275-070
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dc50fa-8-classic-series-2-dome-midrange--285-015
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-dsa270-8-10-designer-series-aluminum-cone-woofer--295-532
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs225-8-8-reference-woofer--295-356
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs225-8-8-reference-woofer--295-356
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs225-8-8-reference-woofer--295-356
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs225-8-8-reference-woofer--295-356
https://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs225-8-8-reference-woofer--295-356


Appendix C: 
 
Class A circuit: 

 
Class AB circuit: 
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Power measurements 
 
Regular .35- 12.9  
 
 
When playing with the gain of each driver it affected each other ones 
 
 
The sub wooofer sounded the worst  

 


